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Past Chair Charlie Arsenault and Head Chair Dave Cole
Photo taken on the summit of Mount Wachusett late October

Welcome everyone to winter, sort of! At the time of this writing, the last week
of 2015, we haven’t had measurable snow in Worcester County. Yet, while fall
lingers on through December, a transition has indeed taken place in our
Chapter.

Charlie Arsenault, who has been a remarkable steward for our Chapter the last
two years, has turned over the reigns of leadership to me and a spectacular
team of executive committee members, which he is still a part of. Charlie has
worked tirelessly for our chapter, and has left us in a great place. We are
positioned to excel.
There has been an awful lot going on within our Chapter, and the energy and
commitment of our volunteers are wonderfully shown in the articles in this
newsletter. For those yearning to adventure in the winters of old (which we
anticipate will return soon), please check out Barbara Dyer’s article.
When out and about, the new app technology available to pinpoint your
location, map it, and get you back safely is well described by our new Vice
Chair, Joe Massery. And if you are looking ahead to warmer weather, you will
be excited to see what our bike crew is planning. In addition, there is a fine
article from our unofficial Chapter botanist and new Secretary for the Chapter,
Tim Loftus.
Indeed we are a vibrant and healthy community, and in the next two years we
will be looking to our emerging Young Member and Families groups for
inspiration, ideas, and successful programs. We are also planning to
strengthen an already strong group of volunteer trail maintainers, and hope to
adopt local trails in 2016. With endowment opportunities as detailed in Pat
Lambert’s article, you can see how Worcester Chapter uses every available
resource to support and promote the AMC’s mission, and our local
communities.
Looking forward to a fun 2016.
Happy New Year.

Dave Cole
Chapter Chair

On the Road with the Endowment Chair
Pat Lambert, Endowment Chair

Did you know our Chapter has an Endowment Fund? And that this fund is used
for proposals that support the AMC’s mission of promoting the protection,
enjoyment and understanding of the mountains, forests, waters, and trails,
through conservation and educational efforts? If you answered no to these
questions, then read on!
Proposals are reviewed by the members of the Endowment Committee: Ken
Baldyga (outgoing), Mike Jones, Jean Langley (incoming), Paul Meleski, and
Michele Simoneau. Non-voting members include our Chapter Chair Dave Cole,
Regional Director Sharon Foster, and AMC Director of Volunteer Relations Faith
Salter. Proposals recommended by this committee are then reviewed by the
Chapter’s Executive Committee. Once the Executive Committee, in conjunction
with the AMC, approves a proposal, the funds can then disbursed to support the
proposal’s plan of action.
An article on the history of the Endowment Fund will be in a future edition of
Wachusett Views. Stay tuned!

One of the most recent proposals supported by our Endowment was for a new
trail on the Southborough/Framingham border that Mark Dyer (son of Past Chair
and current At Large Chair – Social Media Barbara Dyer) created for his Eagle
Scout project. This trail was approved by the Massachusetts Water Resources
Authority (MWRA), Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation
(DCR), Southborough Trails Committee, and AMC. The trail passes through
MWRA property, serves as the Southborough section of the Bay Circuit Trail
(BCT), and is part of the Southborough Open Land Foundation’s (SOLF)
commitment to permanent land protection.
On December 13, Barbara Dyer provided me with a guided hike of the trail.
Barb and I even did a little bit of trail work along the way ☺. The trail, which is
accessed from the intersection of Clemmons & Nichols Streets in Southborough,
is approximately 1 mile long. SOLF trail markers blaze the trail to the
Framingham line.

SOLF trail markers guide hikers along the BCT in
Southborough.

The town of Framingham, which does not have a trails committee, is in the
process of determining how to get the work done to continue the BCT from
where it ends in Southborough to connect it with the BCT in Ashland.

Bridge under Route 30 in Southborough where the BCT will continue
through Framingham

Mark and his trail crew from Boy Scout Troop 92 temporarily lined parts of the
trails with branches already on the ground to help define the trail. Over time,
as the trail sees more use, these branches will be removed as it will be better
defined naturally.

Branches lining the trail help keep hikers on the trail.

Mark’s Endowment Fund proposal was specifically for trail signs for the BCT and
for structures for naturalist signs. Sweat equity also supported this initiative.
Mark met and walked the trails to determine how to define and blaze the trail
with the trails committee and volunteer trail organizers for both Framingham
and Southborough. Additionally, Mark organized 5 trail work days with 139
person hours invested by 20 Scouts and 10 adults. This project demonstrates
what can be done when one person takes the initiative to execute on an idea.
Congratulations to Mark and his Troop for building this trail for all of us to enjoy!

View of Sudbury Reservoir from BCT in Southborough.

If you want to join me on my next “On the Road with the Endowment Chair”
adventure, please contact me at plambert119@yahoo.com.
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Smart Phone Apps and Tips

By Joe Massery, Worcester Chapter Vice Chair
Every hiker, backpacker, cyclist, and paddler who’s worth his or her salt
knows that relying on an electronic device such as a smart phone for critical
functions while on an outdoors trip is a recipe for trouble. Understanding how to
use a compass and paper map to figure out where you are and where you are
going is fundamental. Knowing how to administer basic wilderness first aid
could prevent serious, even deadly, consequences. And being able to interpret
cloud patterns to predict the threat of bad weather is a skill that’s more than
just handy. So let’s just stipulate that you’ve mastered these and other basic
outdoors concepts and skills. At that point, there’s nothing wrong with adding to
your enjoyment and convenience during your trip with a few fun and handy
apps on your smart phone.
I’m not an authority on smart phone apps, but thanks to a lot of browsing
the app store and on-line magazines, talking to friends on the trail, and some
trial and error, I’ve collected some apps that add a fun and functional element
to my trips.
So here is my “portfolio” – they’re sort of in the order of how much I like
them. I use an iPhone 5S, but most of these apps are available for other smart
phones.

Runmeter GPS
This app is at the top of my hit parade.
Runmeter uses the phone’s GPS and maps from
Google to track my romps in the woods. It records
speed, distance, elevation, elevation gain,
ascent/descent, elapsed time, pace, splits, lap times,
and a lot more. It saves the map for a hike and
shows the exact route I took; I can recall that map
the next time I hike in that area, and superimpose
my new trip over the old one – handy if I’m not sure
of the trails or route, since it shows immediately if
I’m off my original course. This same feature is really
handy if I’ve bushwhacked out, and now want to
retrace my route back. Again, you need to know how
to do this with a map and compass. But Runmeter
is a useful backup.
The app uses both GPS for positioning, as well as a data connection for
maps. On my iPhone, GPS uses very little battery power. The data
connection uses a bit more power, since it’s a two way connection over the
cell network. If I have a reasonably strong cell signal, no problem—the
battery will hold up for six or eight hours usually. But without a strong
signal, such as in the Whites, the phone will kill itself trying to find a cell
signal—the batter is dead in an hour or two. Runmeter will work OK with
cell service turned off (not airplane mode, which on my phone turns off GPS
too). The app will collect trip data, but can’t map it until you are back in cell
range, probably after your trip is over. Most if not all of the stats are
calculated at that time. Pretty cool!
Runmeter was developed initially for runners, but has evolved to support
just about any human-powered motion, including cycling, paddling, hiking,
even slow driving! The basic app is free; if you want to export your trip
data, for example to Google Earth, you can spend $4 for the Elite version—
well worth the money to see your trip as a fly-over in satellite view.
(Thanks, Rick, for the tip on Runmeter.)
http://abvio.com/runmeter/
Cost: Basic free; Elite $5

Waze
This is an app for your trip to/from the trailhead or putin. It’s a car GPS, with some very clever features. Waze
shows your position and route on Google Maps (the
company is owned by Google). Like most GPS devices, it
calculates best routes, arrival time, speed, etc. What’s
unique about Waze is that it’s continual interaction with
the cloud allows it to collect real-time road info and
disseminate it to other Waze drivers. If you are caught
in a traffic jam, Waze sees that your speed is much
slower than is typical for this road, and sends that info to
its servers. If it gets enough such reports, it tells the
other Waze drivers about the bottleneck. It also uses
that info in calculating the best route, sending Waze
drivers around the jam. Another cool feature is if a Waze
driver sees a tire in the road, he or she can notify the app (with a click of a
button—best done by your passenger). Waze updates its database, and notifies
other Waze drivers as they approach that spot. The police don’t especially like
Waze, since it can also be used to notify other drivers that there is a police car
just ahead.
All these fancy features are only useful if there are lots of Waze drivers… well,
there are! As I’m typing this, there are at least six active in the vicinity of
downtown Westboro! When I’m on the highway, it’s not uncommon to see a
dozen Waze driver icons within a half mile of my location. If you want to get all
social about this, you can give yourself a Waze name and message other
drivers on the road (with the help of your passenger, of course). If you do the
equivalent of “friending” a Waze driver, you can have the app keep your friend
posted on your position and arrival time as you both head for a meeting place,
such as a trail head. (Thanks, Kim, for the tip on Waze.)
https://www.waze.com
Cost: Free, with “ads” in the form of businesses that show as icons along your
route, such as Dunkins. Heck, I’d pay extra just for that feature, but it’s free.

Maplets
This is a must-have app for hikers. Think of Maplets as
your basic trail map, with GPS built in. The Maplets
folks have amassed a catalogue of trail maps from
around the world, mostly the PDF maps you find on the
web, then somehow instrumented them with GPS
coordinate information. Before your trip, you use the
app to search for the map you want and download it.
While you’re on the trail, you call up the app, select the
trail map you downloaded, and voila…you’ll see that
familiar blue you-are-here GPS dot on the map, on the
spot on the map where you are standing. The dot even
shows you the direction on the map where your phone is
pointing at that moment. Pivot and watch the arrow on
the dot show you which way to walk to head down the
trail you want.
The company says you can download bike trail maps, subway maps, National
Park maps, and others. One limitation of Maplets is that not all the maps you
might want are available; generally, if you can find a map on the web for free,
Maplets will have it. If it doesn’t have the map you want, you can contact the
company and they will try to get it. I’ve heard from folks who have successfully
done this, but I haven’t tried.
http://www.mobilemaplets.com

Spyglass
The main screen of this app looks like the view out the
windshield of a fighter jet (see screen shot). The app
write-up includes this summary: It serves as binoculars,
heads-up display, hi-tech compass with maps,
gyrocompass, GPS receiver, waypoint tracker,
speedometer, altimeter, Sun, Moon and star finder, gyro
horizon, rangefinder, coordinate converter, sextant,
inclinometer, angular calculator and camera.
I don’t (yet) know what a lot of this means, and I haven’t
even begun to scratch the surface of this amazing app. I
got it because I wanted to be able to capture the GPS
coordinates of a location, such as a stealth camp site, as
well as its exact location on a map; that way, I could find
that spot on a later trip. And it worked! I was also able to
pre-load GPS coordinates, and then use the app to guide me to that spot – a lot
like Google Maps, but in real time, in the woods, with no roads or trails. From
the app’s main screen, with a single click, I can capture a photo of a landmark
with the compass and other data (e.g., GPS coordinates) superimposed on the
picture.
On top of all this, the app supports celestial navigation, distance, direction,
azimuth, elevation, and estimated time of arrival. Its only drawback so far is
that there is so much to the app, it’s a bit overwhelming. But I was able to
pretty easily figure out how to do the specific things I needed (using the
extensive user documentation). I suspect the next time, I’ll have to look it all up
again!
http://happymagenta.com/spyglass/
Cost: $8

Cairn
I just downloaded this innovative app, and used it for
the first time recently on Wachusett Mountain. So far, it
seems to do just what it claims. The app keeps track of
the strength of the cell signal it is receiving while you
are on the trail (or anywhere for that matter). Typically,
you would turn the app on at the start of a hike. At the
end, you stop it, and what you see is a map (Google, I
suspect) with a series of green dots – one for each signal
strength sample the app took. The dots follow the trail
you took. If the cell signal is strong all along the way,
the trail is marked with lots of dots. Conversely if the
cell signal is weak, the pattern of dots is thinner. Now
comes the good part: The app sends this data to its
database in the cloud. Your dots are merged with the
dots from others who have used the app on that trail. Next time you, or any
Cairn users, select that mountain/trail, they see the accumulated cell coverage
for the area. That way, you can tell where the signal is strong or weak or nonexistent, and where to head to find a signal.
Another useful feature of this app is the Cairn safety email notification. You tell
the app that you are starting a trip; it asks you when you expect to end the
trip, that is, when you expect to get home safe and sound. If that day/time
arrives and you haven’t “checked in” yet via the app, the Cairn servers send
an email message to a contact person you designated at the start of the trip.
That person can try to call you, or call someone else on the trip, or call the
authorities.
The screen shot shows my Wachusett trip. I haven’t yet found any other trails
in the northeast with green dots, but I suspect that if this app catches on, that
will change.
http://www.cairnme.com
Cost: Free

Star Walk
Want to identify that bright star, or find
Cassiopeia, or the Little Dipper? This
elaborate app is really cool: type in the
celestial object you want to find and it
displays it along with the other stars in its
vicinity. Or just hold the phone up to the
sky, and the app displays the objects you
are pointed at, all labeled. Works even if
it’s cloudy! Or during the day! Indoors or outdoors! Has lots more features for
those who are really into astronomy. (Thanks, Grace.)
http://www.vitotechnology.com/index.html
Cost: $3

Fox25 Boston Weather
You shouldn’t rely on the our local TV folks for the latest
mountain forecast, but this app provides a great
satellite/radar
view
of the weather
view of
just
theabout
weather
anywhere
just about
in North
anywhere
America.
in
(Thanks, Bob.)
http://fox25weatherapp.com
Cost: Free (with banner ads)

First Aid – American Red Cross
This is no substitute for WFA training, but it is a handy reference tool. Includes
all the common categories of first aid issues that might arise, including in the
outdoors. This app lists maladies by name, rather than by symptom, but it’s
useful nonetheless.
http://www.redcross.org/mobile-apps/first-aid-app
Cost: Free

PeakFinder
Imagine an app that lets you hold your phone up to a peak off in the distance
that you can’t quite identify, and have your phone display the mountain’s
name. That’s what PeakFinder does…sort of. It does exactly that when it
works – it uses the phone’s GPS and compass to figure out where you’re
aiming the phone, then looks up the peaks on the horizon in its database and
displays them in a diagram. (I bought the “USA East” version; there is a West
and an Earth version, too.) Problem is, it often doesn’t work – very frustrating,
but could be cockpit error. When it works, it’s very cool.
PeakFinder on iTunes
Cost: $4

AMC Outdoors
Simple, clean app for viewing the AMC’s Outdoors
magazine. I generally prefer reading magazines from
front to back, rather than by clicking links to specific
articles, as with the digital edition we get via email. This
app is the best of both worlds – the format of the paper
edition without the actual paper. Instead of flipping paper
pages, I swipe the phone screen. As far as I can tell, the
content is equivalent to the paper magazine. I believe the
app is still in beta, and as of this writing, the latest issue
available in the app is Sept./Oct. Hopefully, this will
improve when the app is formally released.
iTunes Store
Free. AMC membership required.

Miscellaneous
For emergency power, invest in an external battery pack. The trade-offs are
power capacity vs. weight vs. cost. I’m using an I/O Magic pack (4400 mAhrs., 5 oz., $30). Gives me about three full recharges of my iPhone. It’s
indispensible on multiday trips in the upcountry.
If you have a smart phone, you already have one of the most important
“apps” for the outdoors – the phone itself. You probably also have a camera, a
flashlight, and a compass – the first is a luxury, and the other two are strictly
backups.
And if you should find yourself with an hour to kill, or you can’t get to sleep in
your tent, you can cozy up to your favorite book with your built-in e-reader.
Finally, if you’re really desperate, and you have a cell signal, there’s always
Facebook!
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Join Fellow
Worcester
AMC
Cyclists!
Cycle Touring
with the AMC
Calling ALL
Cyclists
By Denny LaForce, Janice Melchiore, Don Wiser

Have you ever thought about getting on your bike to go
someplace other than around the block? Or ride further than a
30-mile loop? If so, read on . . . !
In 2016, the AMC Worcester Chapter will be expanding its
cycling activities to include more ‘Cycle Touring’.
In a nutshell, Cycle Touring (also known as Bike Packing) is
traveling by bicycle for adventure. Touring is typically an
overnight or multiple-day endeavor and can include overnight
camping or staying at B&B’s or motels; hauling all your gear on
your bike or having it carried for you; and cooking all your food
at camp or eating at restaurants along the way.
The Worcester Chapter is gearing up to conduct a Cycle Touring
Workshop covering the basics of cycle touring. The touring
methods will be covered along with the pros and cons for each.
In addition, equipment will be reviewed and demonstrated
along with hands on demonstrations of touring bicycles.
Look for additional information in the months to come and get
ready to join our Touring Adventures that will be offered in
2016!
AMC Worcester – We welcome new members – www.amcworcester.org

Fresh Snow Means Fun!
Short Notice Ski Trips
We have been busy organizing cross country and downhill ski trips! Keep an eye on
our website www.AmcWorcester.org for upcoming trips. Sometimes ski trips are
planned just days in advance, based on snow conditions. If you want to get notified
on these short notice ski trips, send an email to Jean Sifleet at
Skiing@AmcWorcester.org to get on the list.

Save The Dates!
AMC 140th Annual Summit
1/30
AMC Worcester Hiking Leaders Planning Meeting
1/6
3rd Wednesdays Potluck & Socials
1/20, 2/17, 3/16
Executive Council Board Meetings 2016
1/27, 2/24 , 3/30
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Worcester Chapter’s
Volunteer of the Month (VOM)
Congratulations and
Thank you
Sue Leo Johnson
Christine Fogarty
Ed Poyer
Jeff Nutting
Sue Leo Johnson was our VOM for July. She was nominated for trail
maintaining work on Henderson Brook Trail in Maine.
Christine Fogarty was our VOM for August. She was nominated for her
long-term leadership for our Chapter.
Ed Poyer was our VOM for September. He was nominated for spending
many hours as MLS director.
Jeff Nutting was our VOM for October. He was nominated for
volunteering during our annual meeting.
Volunteers of the month are selected in a random drawing from
volunteers nominated by chapter members. The goal of the Volunteer of
the Month program is to recognize these volunteers and encourage
volunteerism in the chapter.

Nominate a Volunteer
The Volunteer of the Month program was developed to recognize and
thank our volunteers for their outstanding support of our Chapter.
Chapter members can nominate volunteers by sending an email to Joe
Massery at ViceChair@AmcWorcester.org. The nomination should
include the nominee's name, reason for the recognition, and name of
the nominator. Nominees must be an AMC member, not a member of
the current Executive Committee, and may serve in any volunteer
capacity that benefits the Worcester Chapter.
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Winter in the Whites!
By Barbara Dyer

Winter Mountain Classroom 2015
Trip Sponsored by the Worcester Chapter

Do you remember the feelings you experienced as a child when school
was cancelled because of snow? When the first snowflakes hit the ground, those
of us who love winter get a sense of elation knowing we’ll soon be outside
playing in the snow with all our winter gear - snowshoes, microspikes, downhill
and cross country skis, ice skates, and butt-sleds!

There are many opportunities with our Chapter for you to learn how to
get outside and stay warm. Chapter leaders kick off the season with a winter
hiking workshop every November that provides information on hike
preparation, gear, hydration, and nutrition. Then a series of progressively
challenging hikes are offered to help you build your skills. Leaders offer hikes
from a local snowshoe to braving it upcountry where you stay in a hut. With
each adventure up north, your senses will be filled with fun, adventure, and
learning. Come and embrace the outdoors and see the White Mountains at it's
finest, with sugar frosted trees, stillness, and soft fluff.
For the years I've had the pleasure of leading trips and I learn something
new each and every time. Some of my favorite trips are the annual Highland
Center and Joe Dodge Lodge weekends, Families Weekend at the Shapleigh,
and the Cardigan High Cabin trip. There’s nothing like spending an overnight in
the wilderness with strangers who soon become my friends! Friendships and
stories blossom and before long, we are working on plans to return next year!
Trips posted often fill up fast, so plan ahead. Be sure to check out the
“Explore Your Inner Winter Hiker” series, winter hut and cabin trips, and all the
other trips posted on our website. Remember to never hike alone in the winter
and always carry extra of everything as if your life depends on it, as it might!
Winter hiking in the Whites can be dangerous, especially above treeline so
know your abilities and stay safe and warm in 2016! See you outside!
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  A	
  hungry	
  ladybug	
  larva	
  or	
  any	
  other	
  aphid-‐eating	
  bug	
  would	
  love	
  to	
  feast	
  on	
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  these	
  juicy	
  aphids.	
  But	
  no	
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  on	
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  Why?	
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  farm,	
  and	
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  other	
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  that	
  try	
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  These	
  tiny,	
  green,	
  pear-‐shaped	
  aphids	
  feed	
  on	
  the	
  sugar	
  and	
  nutrient-‐rich	
  
sap	
  from	
  plants.	
  The	
  extra	
  sap	
  that	
  they	
  drink	
  comes	
  out	
  their	
  back	
  ends	
  as	
  small	
  
drops	
  of	
  liquid	
  called	
  honeydew.	
  Some	
  types	
  of	
  ants,	
  like	
  the	
  ones	
  in	
  this	
  photo,	
  eat	
  
honeydew	
  as	
  their	
  food.	
  These	
  ants	
  will	
  even	
  stroke	
  and	
  tap	
  an	
  aphid’s	
  belly	
  to	
  
“milk”	
  it	
  of	
  its	
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  As	
  a	
  plant	
  grows	
  and	
  its	
  outer	
  layer	
  becomes	
  hard,	
  aphids	
  often	
  have	
  a	
  
difficult	
  time	
  getting	
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  When	
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  Adult	
  aphids	
  do	
  not	
  live	
  through	
  the	
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  only	
  their	
  eggs	
  survive	
  until	
  
spring.	
  To	
  make	
  sure	
  this	
  ant	
  colony	
  will	
  have	
  honeydew	
  next	
  year,	
  these	
  ants	
  will	
  
store	
  aphid	
  eggs	
  in	
  their	
  underground	
  nest	
  during	
  the	
  winter.	
  Then	
  in	
  the	
  spring	
  
when	
  sap-‐rich	
  plants	
  are	
  growing,	
  the	
  ants	
  set	
  the	
  eggs	
  out	
  to	
  start	
  a	
  new	
  aphid	
  
farm.	
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Come and Join Us!
Join our AMC Worcester Meetup group
to find out about many upcoming trips
and events.

We’re on Facebook – Appalachian Mountain Club –
Worcester Chapter.
Like our page and connect with others.
https://www.facebook.com/#!/groups/88432323469/

AMC Worcester Chapter Website
Visit our website to find an activity, get the latest news, and meet the
chapter’s leadership at www.amcworcester.org.

AMC Member Center
Use the Member Center to renew your membership and update your
member profile at http://www.outdoors.org/membership/membercenter.cfm.

The Wachusett Views is a quarterly newsletter of the
Worcester Chapter of the Appalachian Mountain Club
(AMC).
The newsletter is delivered and managed by the AMClicensed Blackbaud Sphere System.
The Wachusett Views Editor: Nancy Cahn
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